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Since 1940, when it was originally published, The Artist's Handbook has become indispensable for

thousands of practicing artists and art students. The book has remained continually in print through

many editions and has sold more than a quarter of a million copies. A detailed index makes a wealth

of information readily available. Charts and line drawings throughout.
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This is the Artist's classic, and the Artist's Bible of not only what materials are but when they came

into use, how they are formulated and why. Want to learn how to make your own gesso for

silverpoint? Want to cut a quill pen? Want to make your own pastels? Can't remember how to make

your own sizing or gesso? Want to try your hand at encaustic or egg tempera painting? Want to

know which colors in the spectrum are likely to fade (are fugitive colors) in watercolor and which are

not? It's here.

Probably the best, most available and comprehensive book on the technical aspects of painting.

Very useful for artists who pursue absolute soundness of technique with a mind for permanence of

their work. Explains in detail the wide range of supports, grounds, primers, pigments, media and

application methods, as well as their respective benefits and defects. Certainly not for the casual

reader.

I had this and an earlier edition of the book and found both to be exceptional resources. We are



buying this book for our daughter, who after 3-1/2 years of high priced college study in art

conservation still doesn't know how to do so many of the basic, time tested procedures that are the

foundation of enduring artwork. Ralph Mayer's approach takes the mystery out of the science of art.

Every student of art should have this book.

If you are searching for a book that will explain materials and tools for the artist this is the first book

you should turn to. I have been referencing this book for a decade now and still have a lot to learn

from Ralph Mayer, a man who spent his life investigating various techniques of painting.If you open

this book up, you will come across just about any question you might have. For instance, I recently

used Mayer for egg tempra painting. In his book he has a few pages regarding the subject, not

many, but enough to fully explain the basics and get you started properly. He covers brushes,

pigments, paints, from the obscure to the most basic.One section of the book that I am keenly

interested in is his break down of a massive number of pigments where he goes into more detail on

each than any other source I have come across.This is not exactly a how to paint or draw book.

This book is intended for those who want to make a serious study of process practices in the correct

manner for archival purposes. This is a must have book that should be in any painters studio.One

last item of note: If you have used this book before and found it of interest, I highly suggest that the

next time you are around New Haven CT that you visit the Yale 'Ralph Mayer' center. Yale itself has

many museums and buildings worth visiting and the Mayer center is just one small highlight. Its staff

was very kind when I visited. When I showed an interest in Mayer, they were eager to share some

of the more interesting aspects of the collection.

After 50 years of painting I still find this book the most used book in my library of art materials and

technigues books. An artist may as well be without his brushes as to be without this book. The help

on difficult to answer questions is a wonderful resource in the studio.

If this text were to reside in EVERY artist studio, and was referred to often, the world would be a

better place. This book has been a standard reference, and in many instances a required text, for

ages and for good reason. Get the revised 5th ed. but when you see earlier editions cheap, snatch

them up as well. Information on things like older pigments has in some cases been dropped to make

way for later additions; the handy oil index chart disappeared from the 3rd edition, that info is now

included in the pigment descriptions and not near as handy; you get the idea. All this is

understandable from an editor's pov but a loss non-the-less. Get the newest edition and refer to it



often but don't neglect the older editions. Just because some info has been dropped doesn't

necessarily mean it's obsolete or no longer relevant.

After all my searching and looking I found this book.It covers everyting from the materials used in

painting to techniques used,be they murals or encaustics.I cant leave it down.It pushes me even to

try new things and consequently new work.It is a book for alchemists and artists alike.I got the

hardback and it stays close to me at all times even when I fly!I have my copy smudged all over with

blues,greens,etc.You will also read about picture framing and reparation of work...how to tackle

mildew..the list just goes on.Its not for painting by numbers thats for sure.I set out to write a short

review!A real tome of a book.Get it for reference or for its "secret" knowledge.Opens worlds for

artists.Good luck

it was a required book at a county college. once i got it i realized it was very informative. it has very

good information and i refer to it all the time. the professor said it would be our "bible for art" and he

was right. it has techniques such as how to do egg tempra, suggestions on types of paints, etc. i

would highly recommend it.
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